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V From bulge bracket banks to 
leading universities and 

institutions



Investment Banks on the Sell 
Side



UNDERSTANDING INVESTMENT BANKS

Corporate Finance
M&A
IPO

Consulting
Advisory

ECM
DCM

Sales Trading
Market Making

Risk Management
Structured 

Product Solutions

Access to Money Access to Markets

IBD Global Markets



My experience with ‘Equities’...

● Analyst for a Fortune 500 Aerospace 
company- worked very closely with the CFO 
Roderic Parson- EVP, Textron and handled a 
budget of £7m

● Worked as an Associate for S&P Global 
Market Intelligence where I worked with the 
world's most coveted financial institutions on 
both the Buy and Sell-Side; mainly working 
with Investment Bankers, Credit Analysts and 
Portfolio Managers to build financial models, 
extract relevant data and optimise workflows. 

● During my time at S&P I also completed my 
CFA Level I.

● Chartered in Credit Analytics
● Financial Market Analysis with Amplify 

Trading 



Asset Class Introduction- Risk and Return
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The corporate divisions of a global bank

Global Bank

Infrastructure

Private & 
Commercial Bank Wealth ManagementCorporate & 

Investment Banking
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Corporate Finance works with customers to deliver financial goals 
and value creation through a number of merger and acquisition 
services including:

— Acquisition searches
— Mergers and acquisitions (both buy side and sales side advisory)
— Balance sheet portfolio reviews and divestments
— Debt and equity advisory and origination
— Restructuring ‒ balance sheet optimisation
— Business portfolio reviews
— Corporate governance
— Dividend policies.

Corporate Finance
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Idea Generation- Screening for M&A Targets
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Precedent M&A Transaction Analysis- 
Valuation 
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— Consumer
— Financial Institutions Group
— Financial Sponsors Group
— Healthcare
— Industrials
— Media and Telecoms
— Real Estate
— Gaming, Leisure and Lodging
— Technology.

Regional/Industry – focused teams ensure the delivery of the entire 
range of financial products to the bank’s corporate clients.

Division split into 10 specialised 
industry groups
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Good reasons to buy another business…
— Volume growth to achieve economies of scale
— Remove margins of middlemen
— Industry consolidation and rationalisation
— Geographic or product line expansion
— Operating or other synergies
— Growth opportunities
— Increased financial returns (financial buyers e.g. private equity).

Mergers & Acquisitions
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League Tables



Mergers & Acquisitions – some of the 
largest deals to date
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10 steps to successful acquisition

Mergers & Acquisitions

Acquisition
Strategy

Acquisition
Criteria

Searching
for Target

Acquisition
Planning

Valuing &
Evaluating

1

2

3

4

5 Negotiation

6 Due
Diligence

7 Purchase &
Sales Contract

8 Financing

9 Implementation

1
0



- A key building block 
of Corporate Finance 
and Advisory. 

- In practice rarely, if 
ever, do different 
valuation methods 
give the 
same value

- Valuations are 
typically presented as 
a range, known as a 
football pitch.

Valuing a business

PE

Comps

P/Sales

DCF

DCF
with synergies

Core 
valuation 
range

Value €

EV/EBIT
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Relative Valuation- ‘Spreading Comps’
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When buying or selling a business we need to assess how much 
shareholders on the selling side can reasonably expect to receive.

- Multiples are a tool for assessing the relative value of one 
company to another

- Commonly used equity multiples include:
— PE (price to earnings)  
— PS (price to sales)
— PB (price to book value).

Relative Valuation- Price multiples
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Relative Valuation- EV/x multiples
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Relative Valuation- Price earnings multiple

Calculating PE  =
Market capitalisation

Net income

Example – income statement

m
Sales 1,000 Share price 20
Operating expenses (800) No. of shares100m
Operating income200
Associate income 50
EBIT 250
Interest (100)
EBT150
Tax (50)
Net income 100

2,000
100m= =  20 times
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Applicable to:
— Loss making businesses that are generating sales
— Businesses with volatile earnings
— Evidence of earnings’ manipulation
— Popular for branded consumer goods companies and fee income 

driven professional firms.

Relative Valuation- Price to sales multiple

Calculating PS multiple  =
Market capitalisation

Sales
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Relative Valuation- Price to book multiple

Calculating PB multiple  =
Market capitalisation
Book value of equity

m m

Non current assets 800 Liabilities 550

Current assets 250 Equity 500

Net assets 1,050 Capital employed 1,050

2,000
500

= =  4 times

Example – balance sheet
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Valuation multiples
— Enterprise value/EBIT
— Enterprise value/EBITDA
— Enterprise value/Sales
— Enterprise value/Capital employed.

Relative Valuation- Enterprise value multiples

Market value
of the 

business

Market value 
of net debt

Market value 
of equity
(Market
Cap.)



Capital Structure- Lever up...
● Leverage is a financial tactic to multiply gains and 

losses, accomplished through borrowing capital on 

existing assets.

● Companies  can grow exponentially faster due to 

access to far more resources than their assets 

would generally allow with leverage.

● Value>Associate Risk→ Leverage is Optimal

● At an optimal leverage RoE: Leverage→Stock Price 

Volatility(Increased standard deviation of returns)

→Increase risk→ Increase potential returns

● If EBIT> cost of financial leverage than the 

increased risk of leverage is optimal.



Capital Structure- ‘Lehman’s’ terms...
● Income must be used to pay back the debt 

even if earnings or cash flows go down. 

● Lehman’s were 30x leveraged when the 

financial collapse of 2007-2009 occurred  

($691 billion in financial leverage compared 

to $22 billion in assets).

● Debt is often lower cost access to capital, as 

debt is paid out before equity in the event of 

a bankruptcy (thus debt is intrinsically lower 

risk for the investor).

● 15 trillion of negative yielding debt now 

outstanding



Discounted Cash Flows

- This approach determines the value of the target as the present value of its expected future FCFF (free cash flow to the firm). 

- FCFF represents cash available to all the company's investors (shareholders and bondholders) after paying for all expenses and 

investments required to maintain the firm's operations. 

- FCFF represents internally generated funds available to the company's investors without diminishing the company's value.

FCFF- N.I + Non-cash charges - Increase in Working Capital - CAPEX



Discounted Cash Flows

Advantages:

● Allows the incorporation of expected changes to cash flows from merger-related 

synergies and cost structure changes into the model.

● Forecasted fundamentals are used to arrive at an estimate of the firm's intrinsic 

value.

● The model can be customized to reflect changes in assumptions and/or estimates.

Disadvantages:

● Difficulties arise should free cash flow be negative, especially during the first stage 

(which generally tends to exhibit high growth so capital expenditures are likely to 

drag FCFF into the red). When this is the case, most of the target's value will be 

determined by cash flows that are further out into the future and more difficult to 

predict accurately.

● The margin of error for predicting cash flows increases in each successive future 

period.

● There can be significant changes in the discount rate either as a result of capital 

market developments or company-specific factors. These changes will have a 

significant impact on company value.

● Small changes to assumed values of the WACC or the growth rate dramatically 

affect the target's value.



DCF
- The first step in calculating FCFF is converting net income to net operating 

profit less adjusted taxes (NOPLAT). 

- The reason for this adjustment is that we want to determine after‐tax cash 

flows available to all providers of capital to the firm. 

- Converting net income into NOPLAT requires two steps:

1) Add net interest after tax to net income to calculate unlevered net income. 

The interest tax shield is already reflected in net income so this step adds 

interest after tax to net income so that cash flows represent income available 

to all investors.

2) Add the increase in deferred tax liabilities over the year to unlevered net 

income. 

This step is performed to adjust unlevered net income for the differences in 

depreciation accounting on the financial statements and the tax return. 

Higher depreciation is typically charged for tax reporting purposes, and this 

has the effects of (1) reducing the company’s taxes payable (increasing cash 

flows) and (2) increasing deferred tax liabilities. 

Since we are trying to determine cash flows based on financial statements, 

we must adjust net income on the income statement for the cash flow effect 

of changes in deferred taxes. An increase (decrease) in net deferred tax 

liabilities results in an increase (decrease) in cash flow.


